PREMIUM DESIGN
& FULL OF FEATURES
ITAB SIGMAGATE

Sometimes you need something extra
ordinary. A strong visual appeal, ad
vanced technical features or simply an
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SPACE SAVING.
Sliding doors require
much less space and
safe zone area to op
erate. The risk of hitting
people or objects, as
with ordinary swinging
gates, is eliminated.

extremely compact solution. Now we
can offer you all of these benefits. It’s all
SCANNING.
An optional integrated
receipt-scanner is
available. Provides
maximum security in
a very compact and
neat construction.

– the ITAB SigmaGate.
SigmaGate is the choice to make when aiming for
a prestigious and elegant look. But also when you
want uncompromised, top level performance.
A broad range of technical options are available
and its appearance can be customized to your taste.

SigmaGate is a name not chosen by chance. Sigma
is the greek letter ”S”, which represents four important features: SigmaGate is a Sliding gate-type,
which makes it extremely Slim and space saving.
Its construction incorporates features that make it
both Secure against unauthorized access and Safe
for your customers to use.

LIGHTING. The sliding
gate arms have built-in
LED lights that can
signal status with blink
patterns and shifting
colours. Text/logos can
be engraved.

The scanner (option)
can read QR and
barcodes,on-screen or
from printed receipts.

for access control in shop environments

SIGMAGATE FEATURES
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Adaptable with
interfaces for fire
alarms and computer
control etc.

packed into our top-of-the line solution

Secure against
unauthorized access
and safe for your
customers to use.

Adjustable open times
can be fine-tuned for
perfect performance in
each case.

ITAB SIGMAGATE

SLIM, SLIDING,
SAFE AND SECURE
SigmaGate is available in

SAFE AND SECURE

a stainless steel finish or

The sliding door mechanism has
both photocell and resistance sensors that prevent pinching.
Optional radar functionality can
increase security and provide a “welcome” feature for entry purposes.
The gate is then open by default and
only closes if someone tries to exit
the wrong way.
SigmaGate is also equipped
with “panic” functionality – a safety feature that allows force opening when a set level of momentum
is reached.

can be ordered lacquered
in any custom colour.
The transparent gates are
illuminated and can be
engraved with logos,
text or symbols.
The LED illumination can be
coloured according to your corporate profile, but can also switch
between red and green to indicate
status or blink to attract attention
– for instance if an intrusion alarm
has been triggered.
INTELLIGENT AND CONNECTED

SigmaGate is ready to be connected to any POS system eg to increase

SCANNING. An integrated receiptscanner is available as option.

security by validating the purchase
and payment before allowing any
exit. Or to be opened remotely
either manually or if, for example,
a fire alarm has been triggered.
An optional integrated receipt
scanner with built-in intelligence
can offer stand-alone validation of
authorized bar code sequences.
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POS-CONNECTED
OR STAND-ALONE
SCANNERS can
validate payment
transactions and
unlock the gates.

FINISH. The gate is
available in stainless
steel finish and can be
ordered lacquered in
any custom colour.

G
PANIC FUNCTIONALITY.
A safety feature that
allows force opening
when a set level of
momentum is reached.
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